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Like the super-selling MY FIRST SUPERMAN, MY FIRST BATMAN, and MY FIRST WONDER

WOMAN books, SUPER HEROES A,B,C, 1,2,3 will appeal to comic book-fan Dads; lovers of bold,

classic art; and their babies, toddlers, and pre-schoolersA is for Aquaman and B is for Batmobile in

this cool, colorful board book that's sure to make reading time lots of fun for dads. DC's super

heroes--from Superman and Batman to Green Lantern, the Flash, Wonder Woman, and many other

favorites--illustrate the alphabet and numbers for budding fans. The classic comic book art makes

this a great-looking package.
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My husband has been really into all the super heroes ever since he was little, as I'm sure a lot of



boys were and probably still are. I really knew nothing about them until I decided to purchase my

two year old a couple. I gave them to her for Christmas and she really took to them. We both really

enjoy reading them together and have both learned so many name of superheroes and what their

powers are. But what I love most about these books, is that its not really all about the superhero,

they teach lessons, and they teach things like colors, shapes, words, counting, and body parts.

They really are wonderful books - I let my daughter choose one of these books every night and we

read together at bed time. My toddler and I started collecting all of them and we both get really

excited when they arrive in the mail. My daughter started to think that the mail man was just giving

them to us as gifts, as if I didn't have to buy them lol. We have collected every one and they are

releasing another one next week which we have already pre ordered and are super excited about.

The books are a great price and arrive quickly. I hope they continue to make these books because

we really love collecting them and enjoy reading them. She is even starting to remember the words

and "reads" along with me!

This is a board book that shows DC characters for each letter of the alphabet and numbers 1-10. My

son wasn't engaged with the wooden block letters anymore and, since he loves superheroes, I

thought I would try this. The first few nights he wasn't sure about the book but he asks to read it now

and likes pointing at the letters/characters and saying them/their names.

ABC 123 is excellent for little boys who love super heroes. My son is 3 and has been struggling with

letter and number recognition. We read this every night, and his pre-school teacher confirmed that

he is showing exceptional progress in letter and number recognition. This is one of a few specific

books that help him.

We bought this for our son's 3rd birthday because he loves any and all super heroes. I thought this

would be perfect for him. He already could identify the alphabet and numbers 1-10, but repetition is

needed to sink concepts into little toddler brains. He loves this book! It's one of his favorites. He

keeps it by his potty with The hungry, hungry caterpillar, drummer Hoff, his Spiderman books, and

the rest of his Eric Carlyle books. He will sit on his potty just to read it and to name all the super

heroes in the book. It has stood up to several wipe downs, being tossed in his book basket. It still

looks new even though he reads it several, several times a day. I love that it has numbers in the

back and has the full alphabet first page of the inside. I am looking forward to adding the shapes DC

book to our collection as well since this one has worked out so well for our little guy.



My little grandson loves, loves, loves his super heroes! I don't know how little boys can click on and

remember Super heroes but this little 3, almost 4 year old knows them and loves to look at the

bright colorful pictures and asks questions. Great way to connect letters, numbers and capture their

attention.

I didn't get to actually see this book, since I had it delivered straight to my grandson as a Valentine's

gift. But the report from his Dad, indicated it made a perfect gift for the nearly three-year-old who is

just catching on to Super Heros. I love to buy him books, but lately there have been mixed

reactions. With this one he sat down immediately and engaged with the book. Warms a Grandma's

heart!

Perfect for the children of Super Hero fans. A great way to learn the alphabet.

This book is super colorful and a fun way to teach kids. It is very sturdy and looks like it will hold up

well over time. This is definitely a read to the child kind of book as it has some advance vocabulary,

which make it more fun for the grown up. I like how this book doesn't dumb down the language and

the content to much, making it even more of a learning experience. Did I mention kids love it, so

colorful, great drawing, and very sturdy!
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